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Magical Sunday Mantras 
Abundance Magnet

 I am abundant
Every day I am more abundant
I am an abundance magnet
I love abundance
I know how to increase my abundance
I deserve abundance
I am worthy of abundance
I say yes to abundance
I am abundant in everything I do
I experience abundance
I enjoy abundance
I embrace abundance
I deserve abundance
I radiate abundance
I shine abundance
I am grateful
I am grateful for who I am



 
I am grateful for who I will become
I am grateful for my life
I am grateful to be alive
I am grateful for all the abundance in my life
I share my gratitude
I shine gratefulness
I radiate gratefulness
I flourish in my life
I flourish in my relationships
I flourish in my work
I flourish in everything I do
I radiate flourishment
I shine flourishment
I am flourishing
I am success
I am a success
I am successful
I am successful in all that I do
I allow success
I embrace success
I enjoy success
I share my success
I radiate success



 
I shine success
I love success
I feel successful in all that I have done and will
do
I attract abundance with easy and grace
I attract money with ease and grace
I have money
I have more than enough money
I deserve money
I earn money
I am worthy of money
I am financially independent
I am a money magnet
I attract easily money
I allow money
I know how to receive more money
The amount on my bank account increases
everyday with ease and grace
My money is blessed
Everything I spent comes in 10-fold back to me
I know how to manifest for my highest and best
good

 



 
I know how to manifest for my highest and best
good
I know how to manifest with ease and grace
I am a miracle attracting manifestor
My wishes come true
My desires come true
My dreams come true
I uplevel myself and my life everyday
I know how to uplevel myself and my life
everyday
I love upleveling myself and life everyday
I am open to receive more
I receive everyday more abundance
I allow myself the best life has to offer
I feel amazing my allowing myself the best life
has to offer
I am worthy of the best
I am deserving the best
I allow now the best
I am prosperous
It feels so good to be prosperous
I know how to increase my prosperity on a daily
basis

 



I am a magical creator
I can create anything I desire
I can create anything I wish for
I can create that all my dreams come true
Dreams come true
Desires come true
Wishes come true
I am aligned to my own unique frequency
I am aligned always
My body, mind, soul and heart are now aligned
I choose abundance now
I choose gratitude now
I choose to be thankful
I choose success
I choose to prioritize myself
I have healthy boundaries
I allow abuandance overflow
I embrace abundance overflow
I deserve abundance overflow
I receive abundance overflow
I am motivated now to live my soul’s desire
I am connected to my heart’s desire now
I am vibrating abundance
Abundance is mine


